
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School

Welcome to 
Year 1

Class Teacher – Mrs Harvey
Teaching Assistant – Mrs Mulholland



We recognise that Key
Stage 1 (Year 1/2) is very
different from the Foundation 
Stage, due to the more 
Structured nature. Therefore 
we aim to manage the 
transition from Reception to 
Year 1 in a staged approach, 
which allows the children
to adapt during the first 
Autumn Term. 
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The Year 1 goals are:

• To support pupils adapting to the Year One routine. 

• To develop children’s level of independence and maturity. 

• To provide an environment suitable to more formal learning yet still providing 
children with engaging, practical activities. 

• To provide a balanced and stimulating curriculum based upon the National 
Curriculum, differentiated to suit the needs of each child.

• To develop a love of learning!
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Year 1 Timetable 



RE
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Autumn 1: Gods Great Plan – The story of creation, Looking 

after God’s world,  Noah’s Ark.

Autumn 2:  Mary Mother of God – The Visitation, Advent. 

Spring 1: Families & Celebration – Thinking about our own 

family, Jesus’ Family, belonging to our Church family and learning 

about the Sacrament of Baptism. 

Spring 2: Following Jesus – Jesus’ Disciples, The Good 

Samaritan, Easter.

Summer 1:  The Resurrection – Easter, Doubting Thomas. 

Summer 2:  Miracles – Jesus’ powers. 

Our Class Saint is Saint Patrick.
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Phonics

Essential Letters and Sounds (ELS) is our chosen phonics programme. It 
teaches children to read by identify the phonemes (smallest unit of 
sound) and graphemes (written version of the sound) within words and 
using these to read words. Children experience the joy of books and 
language whilst acquiring the skills they need to become fluent 
independent readers and writers.
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Phonics

Phoneme: the smallest single identifiable sound in a word. For 
example, in the word 'cat' there are three phonemes c/a/t. 

Grapheme: the written representation of a sound. 

Digraph: two letters making one sound. For example, /sh/ in the 
word 'shop’. 

Trigraph: three letters making one sound. For example, /igh/ in 
the word 'night’. 
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Phonics

Harder to Read and Spell Words

•Words that are not phonetically decodable e.g. The and said

• Some are tricky to start off with but become decodable once 
we have learnt the harder phonemes e.g out & there.
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Phonics

Blending

Recognising the letter sounds in a written word, for example

sp-r-ay

 and merging or ‘blending’ them in the order in which they are written to 
pronounce the word ‘spray’.

Segmenting

•Chopping Up’ the word to spell it out

•The opposite of blending

•Identifying the individual sounds in a spoken word e.g. author   au-th-or.



Phase 2

They will use these phonemes to read and spell simple “consonant-vowel-consonant” 
(CVC) words:  

     sat, tap, dig, duck, rug, puff, hill, hiss

          All these words contain 3 phonemes.



Phase 3



• Children move into phase 4 when they know all the phonemes from phases 
2 and 3 and can use them to read and spell simple words (blending to read 
and segmenting to spell).

• Phase 4 doesn’t introduce any new phonemes.  

• It focuses on reading and spelling longer words with the phonemes they 
already know.

• These words have consonant clusters at the beginning: spot, trip, clap, 
green, clown

…or at the end: tent, mend, damp, burnt

…or at the beginning and end!  trust, spend, twist

Phase 4



 
Learn alternative pronunciations of graphemes (the same grapheme can 
represent more than one phoneme):
Fin/find,  hot/cold,  cat/cent,  got/giant, 

Alternative graphemes eg: ai, a-e, ay 

Phase 5



Phonics Screening Check
June 2023





How can you help?
Encourage your child to ‘sound out’ when reading or writing. Focusing 
particularly on spotting more unusual sound patterns.

Eg

Digraph- 2 letters making one sound

cow 

Trigraphs- 3 letters making one sound

night

Split digraphs- 2 vowels with a consonant in between. 

    spine   - i_e 



Reading

REMEMBER:  Phonics is not the only thing needed to become a fluent 
reader.

Please continue to read with your child each night and encourage them to:

•Sound out

•Re-read to check it makes sense.

•Use pictures for clues.

•Ask questions about the book.

And most importantly  ENJOY READING!

In school, guided reading includes: hearing your child read their reading 
books, reading a book in groups and answering questions, paired reading 
and reading comprehension. This year, Year 5  will be our reading buddies.



English
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✓What is a sentence?
✓Orally formulate a sentence
✓Hold the sentence your head.
✓Count how many words are in my sentence. 
✓Segment words for writing (robot arms)
✓Use finger spaces.
✓Use a capital letter and full stop.
✓Read my sentence back to make sure it makes sense.
✓Count the words. (check the number)
✓Correct mistakes.
✓Quality not quantity.
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✓ Orally dictated sentences

✓ Independently generated sentences

✓ Recounting stories and events in our own words

✓ Writing for different purposes e.g. lists, letters, information texts. 

✓ Cross curricular writing.

✓ Re-drafting/ correcting mistakes.

What we write in Year 1

English



English- Spellings
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Handwriting



Maths
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We follow the White Rose Maths planning, allowing children to show their Maths 
understanding at a greater depth through reasoning and problem solving 
questions.

In Year 1, we follow a concrete – pictorial – abstract approach. This gives children a 
chance to play and manipulate and understand what a number/shape is.  As in all 
areas of Year 1 learning, this aims to use children’s love for playing and exploring to 
stretch them towards more formal methods. 



Maths
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Number

✓ Being confident with numbers up to 100 – counting forwards, backwards, 1 more/ 1 

less.

✓ Multiples of 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.

✓ Addition and subtraction within 50.

✓ Recognising and naming half of an object, shape or quantity.

Geometry
✓ 2D and 3D shapes and their properties.

Measurement
✓ Solving practical problems for lengths, heights , weigh, capacity and time.
✓ Telling the time to the hour and half past.
✓ Days of the week and months of the year.
✓ Money – coins recognition. 



R.S.E
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In the Summer Term, we shall be using the Ten:Ten resources to 
learn about:
 
• What makes us special
• Girls and Boys – the differences between boys and girls.
• Keeping clean and healthy 
• The cycle of life – the different stages from baby through to 

adulthood and old age. 



Homework
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Reading
Books will be changed on Fridays. 

Online Reading – The Essential Letters and 
Sounds book is allocated weekly and 

consolidates learning in class. Passwords 
will be in reading records.

Year 1 aims to develop a love for reading in 
your child – the bigger the range of texts 

your child reads/is read to the better!

Additional Homework
You may receive additional homework If 

your child needs to practise something at 
home. 

Maths/English
Homework will start next week. They will 
receive a short Maths &/or English task. It 
will be sent home on a Friday to be 
completed by  the following Wednesday.
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Key Dates: 

PE days – Mondays and Thursdays
28th September – Individual photos
29th September – Macmillan Coffee Morning
6th October – Year 1 Harvest Assembly
13th October – Black History Assembly  
20th October - Show Racism the Red Card
23rd & 26th October - Parents’ Evening
25th October – Key Stage One Mass 10am
27th October – Training Day
20th  – 24th November – Anti-Bullying Week
20th November - Assessment Week
1st December – Advent Assembly
3rd December – Victorian Fayre
14th December – School Christmas Dinner & wear Christmas jumpers
21st December – Christmas Party Day
22nd December – End of term Mass at 1:30pm
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Please remember: 

If there is a problem please come & speak to me or give me a ring.  The easiest 
time is after school.

Please support your child’s development by allowing them to develop their 
independence. (dressing themselves etc.)

Please remember to name everything!!

Please remember a hooded coat every day.

Please remember a water bottle.
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Thank you for listening!
Any questions?
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